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About This Content

King Dugan's Dungeon is the game that takes place after Gunthro and the Epic Blunder. Once you've completed "Gunthro",
either KDD or Journey to Rooted Hold is a great place to continue playing.

What happened to Beethro Budkin on his first excursion into King Dugan's Dungeon? Well, mainly it was just the usual
dungeon exterminator's subterranean grind: killing off thousands of man-eating roaches, chopping through tar, guzzling mimic
potions, and generally ridding the King's underground chambers of all vermin that should not be there. But also Beethro met an

unexpected enemy, created lifelong grudges against him, and learned secrets that would later motivate his journey to Rooted
Hold.

King Dugan's Dungeon has been around in different forms for years. It is the original game that started many DROD players'
careers. Now we've upgraded it to make full use of the latest DROD engine. King Dugan's Dungeon now has challenge

achievements, better graphics, new rooms, new secrets and post-mastery area, and complete voice acting for Beethro and other
characters.

KDD features twenty-five levels and over 350 rooms!

To play this DLC:

Start "DROD: Gunthro and the Epic Blunder"
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Click "Play Game", then click "Change Location".

Select "King Dugan's Dungeon" and click "Okay". Now you will see the "DROD:KDD" title screen.

Click "Play New Game" to start.
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Title: DROD: King Dugan's Dungeon
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Caravel Games
Publisher:
Caravel Games
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2016
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Very refreshing game, full of colour, great music, story is simple but nice, the negative is too short for such good game. Pinball,
but with worms.. Relaxing and addictive. Dangerous combination.. I have tried to play this game with a USB joystick and just
with the keyboard. I have given up.

I didn't expect much for the price and when it runs the game looks nice enough. The only working controls however, even if I
try every key on the keyboard, are roll left or right and fire. Otherwise the game is totally uncontrollable and there is no way in
the options to adjust key bindings or setup a multi-axis joystick.

Requested a refund. This product shouldn't be for sale, even as early access.. Fun concept, hilarious game. I thoroughly enjoyed
setting up my turrets and tanks while waiting for the monster to show up. Will definitely play more.. (This Review has been
updated for the V1.0 release of the game)

A fun sidescrolling action game with a cool spooky atmosphere.

Pros: Great visuals and artstyle.
  Killing things in this game is satisfying as hell. Bash their brains in and shoot em all up.
  The missions are pretty damn fun and diverse.
  Each character is unique with their own skilltree, special abilities and spawn weapon.
  Has a large variety of areas, weapons and enemies.
  All sorts of upgrades can be obtained in your HQ to gain certain advantages or
  cosmetic changes in game.

Cons: Not too much of a con for me to be honest, but it's worth metioning. For some people the gameplay in this game can seem
repetitive. You search things, kill things, explore, do your objective, finish your mission, then leave the mansion. It can seem
repetitive for some users, but I haven't found much of a problem with the gameplay. I'm still having just as much fun as I did
back in the early access version of the game.

Overall, I give it 9 skeletons out of 10. I can see this game being a cult classic in the future. I really think you should buy it. It's
worth the 20 bucks.. sorry. i wanted to like this game.
i was hoping for a rougelike, seeing someone lose the game in the gameplay trailer...
but i was going to beat it on my first playthough and stopped playing. why?
it was challenging and stressful at first during the learning curve.
as soon as i learned how to play the game, it was incredibly easy.
the hardest part of the game was the math of trying to add and subtract a page of tenths, hundreths, and thousanths with no
subtotals whatsoever.
it's hard to be a strategy game when halfway through you say "f it" and stop worrying about your little economy.

took less than half an hour for me to play it with no audio.
tried to keep playing it windowed in the background...
sorry. its that bad.
. This is not a bad game after all, but it has so many glitches and bugs that it's making me crazy. One of the firsts with the 3D
aspects and camera, so annoying most of the times, sometimes
 makes house building difficult. I actually prefer Caesar 3, but I bought IV and started playing because I couldn't get it to work
on my 2nd computer properly.. Super fun pick up and play arcade racer, almost like a budget motorstorm.
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I don't usually play videogames but I feel in tune with this one, theres something about surrealist non-combat that engages new
perceptions about characters and yourself. The play time is short but exploring the worlds and monsters in depth is endlessly a
delight. Despite it's cute graphics, each world deals with real world anxieties.
It really satisfies my hunger for weird media and silly voices.
Love it.. I've been waiting for a solution from Ubisoft Customer Support for 3 months now regarding to the crippling
"Download Failed" issue.

It is a DRM function that renders you unable to reach your game profile supposedly kept on Ubisoft servers. It looks like they
can't even reach it themselves; so bye bye long game hours, made progress, in-game achievements and joyful times - hello
incompetent, unresponsive and good-for-nothing customer support.

Buy this awesome game if you want to play it offline (without accessing Achievements & bonus content) or want to keep
playing the tutorial each time servers decide to shoot you in the knee.. A game to test your curiosity.. Achievement spam?
Check.
Broken collisions? Check.
Random angle reflections? Check.

Heck, he didn't even bother to fix last 50 achievements or so. Disgusting.. Simple but fun shooter. Who did the graphics on this?
Lowering quality just lowers the resolution so that even menu fonts aren't readable!
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